
In -dash CD players and trunk -mount CD changer.

Optimus Audio for Your Car
Whether you're replacing an underpowered factory stereo or installing a custom multi -component

system, we've got it all. In -dash CD/receivers, truck -mount CD changer, AM/FM cassette players,

even handy installation kits and wiring harnesses for do-it-yourself car audio projects.

DETACHABLE

High -power CD/receiver with detachable face
delivers 25 watts to all four channels
This one has it all: superb CD sound, high power, digital AM/FM stereo tuner and Detachable faceplate to discourage theft-remove it and the
unit will not operate. CD player features shuffle -play, audible search, repeat play and -0-second intro scan. You get a 25-watt*x4-channel amplifier,
separate bass and treble controls, 5 preset equalizer settings, fader, plus a 2-channel/4-channel selector. Tuner has memory presets for 18 FM and 12
AM stations that you can program manually or automatically, plus Auto Travel Programming that stores the first six strong stations in each band-
makes it easy to find local stations when traveling. Also has seek, memory scan, and local/distant button for best FM reception. Line-out jacks let you
add an external amplifier. LCD display with clock. Amber night illumination, faceplate cBrrying case. DIN -E. (TSP) 12-2152 299.99
*Amp delivers 25 wattsx4 max. power, 16 wattsx4 RMS with 10%THD at 1kHz
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Fits easily in trunk. Uses little space and reduces
chances of theft.

DETACHABLE

Take the tacep ate a ah you to discourage m.e,es

High -power in -dash CD/receiver with
digital tuning and detachable face
This great -sounding stereo has a 22-watt*x2-channel (or 7-wattx4)
amplifier with bass, treble, balance, and fader controls. Detachable face-
plate helps discourage theft. CD player with repeat, random play and
intro -scan makes it easy to play your favorite tracks. Digital tuner has 18
FM and 12 AM presets, with seek, memory scan and local/distant but-
tons for clearest possible FM reception. Line-out jacks for adding an
additional amplifier. Amber night illumination. Includes carrying case for
faceplate. (TSP) 12-2153 229.99

*Amp delivers 22 wattsx2 or 7 wattsx4 max. power, 14 wattsx2 or 5 wattsx4 RMS
with 10% THD at 1kHz

Convenient remote. Play your favorite CDs with
the touch of a button.

6 -disc trunk -mount CD changer
plays through your FM car stereo
The easiest way to add the convenience of a CD changer to
your car stereo. Plugs directly into the wire that runs from
your antenna to your radio. After installation, you simply
tune in great CD sound just as you would a radio station.
Wired remote gives you complete control. Choose shuffle
play and the CD player randomly selects and plays tracks
from all loaded CDs. Auto -search music system quickly lo-
cates the beginning of any track. Audible search lets you
rapidly play a CD in either direction to locate a desired sec-
tion of a track. Intro scan plays the first 10 seconds of each
track on a CD so you can find a favorite track. Use repeat
play to automatically repeat the current track. A spring -
loaded, oil -damped suspension system helps keep the CD
changer steady when you drive over bumps. Changer can
be mounted horizontally, vertically, or at a 45° angle. Re-
mote has selectable amber or green display. Includes
mounting hardware, hookup cables, instructions and one
six -disc magazine. (TSP) 12-2180 399.99

Extra 6 -disc magazine for 12-2180 car CD changer.
RSU 11289667 19.99

See Index for these listings:

Accessories  Amplifiers  Installation Kits  Wiring Harness Adapters
Noise Suppressors  Speakers  Wire and cable, speaker

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door
from RadioShack Unlmniteds'. Shipping and pricing information on page 4.


